PRIVATE TRANSFER SPLIT – DUBROVNIK WITH EN ROUTE TOUR OF MOSTAR
Explore Moster on your way to Dubrovnik!

Highlights
Professional English speaking chauffeur in a luxury black Mercedes car / minivan
Wi-Fi & chilled water available inside the vehicle
Private tour of Mostar with expert local guide & free time for lunch
Scenic ride along Croatia’s new highway & along the coast
Trip duration: approx. 8 hours
Activities: History and Culture, Walking, Gastronomy
Perfect for individuals, couples and families

Trip Overview
Discover the historical, cultural and natural attractions of Mostar in neighboring Bosnia & Herzegovina during your transfer
to Dubrovnik from Split. Meet your private chauffeur in the morning and depart towards Herzegovina.
Mostar is the melting pot of the Balkans, home to cultures influenced by the West and the East making it the perfect
introduction to the rich history of the region. Enjoy a private guided tour of the old town, including a visit to the UNESCO
protected Old Bridge. Stroll the medieval cobble stone streets admiring traditional craft shops and restaurants serving
popular Bosnian specialties. Be sure to indulge in the local ritual of drinking Turkish coffee and savor at least one delicious
dish such as Ćevapčići or a sweet treat like Baklava before continuing to your destination in Dubrovnik.
Throughout the trip, your professional English speaking chauffeur will be there to assist you.
Important Information:
Passport required for border crossing

Price includes:
° Split – Dubrovnik private transfer with en-route tour of Mostar
° Professional English speaking chauffeur and Mercedes sedan / minivan
° Private local guide for Mostar walking tour (approx. 1,5 hr)
° Parking, tolls, fuel, VAT and passenger insurance

Not included:
° lunch, gratuities, entrance tickets
Price: 1 - 3 person = 3.350,00 HRK ( ~ 450 EUR)
4 - 6 persons = 3.650,00 HRK ( ~ 490 EUR)
7 - 8 persons = 3.850,00 HRK ( ~ 520 EUR)
*A valid passport is required on the day of travel. You must confirm and obtain any visa requirements prior to border
crossing. All visa requirements are the sole responsibility of the traveler.

